INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Human genome is constantly under detrimental threats from cytotoxic and mutagenic DNA damages ([@B1]). Efficient corrections of these DNA lesions are therefore critical for maintaining genome integrity and preventing premature aging and cancer ([@B2]). The DNA damages caused by base oxidation, deamination and alkylation can be restored by base excision repair (BER) pathways ([@B3]). Thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG), as one member of the uracil DNA glycosylase (UNG) superfamily ([@B7]), is involved in the first-line defense to excise a variety of DNA lesions through the BER pathway. TDG recognizes the T·G and U·G mispairs caused by deamination of cytosine and 5-methylcytosine (5mC). In addition, TDG also excises several chemically damaged bases through an active DNA demethylation process, e.g. 5-formylcytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxycytosine (5caC) generated by ten-eleven-translocation (Tet) proteins ([@B8]). These epigenetic modifications performed by TDG are critical for programming embryonic development in mice ([@B11]).

TDG adopts a universal base-flipping strategy to extrude the damaged nt from the DNA helical stack and recognize the flipped base through the active site residues (see Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), as also characterized in other DNA repair/modify enzymes ([@B19]). The base-flipping of DNA nt is involved in a number of critical biological processes, including epigenetic control of gene expression and DNA repair etc., and thus subjects to extensive experimental ([@B22]) and computational investigations ([@B27]). The spontaneous base-flipping from naked DNA duplex has been studied using imino proton exchange assay or fluorescence probes (e.g. 2-aminopurine or 2-AP). The estimated lifetime of an intrahelical A·T pair ranges from a few to tens of milliseconds (ms) depending on its varied locations in DNA and the sequence context ([@B26],[@B31],[@B32]), whereas for the G·C pair the intrahelical lifetime is significantly increased. In addition, the presence of the T·G mispair can promote the base-flipping process comparing to the canonical DNA with an intrahelical lifetime ∼1 ms ([@B33]). Moreover, free energy calculations have been performed to investigate the base-flipping mechanisms for both canonical and damaged DNA. A qualitative agreement has been reached suggesting that C and T exhibit comparable flipping energetics along either the minor or major groove, while the major groove path is more favored for larger purine bases ([@B29],[@B34]). For damaged DNA nts, on the other hand, such as uracil in U·G and thymine in T·G, they have a considerable lower flipping barrier than that of their canonical counterparts ([@B30],[@B37],[@B38]), which likely facilitates the repair proteins to rapidly locate the lesions.

![(**A**) A schematic illustration of the base-flipping process exerted by TDG during DNA repair. The lesion searching is initiated by protein-DNA interaction to form the Interrogation Complex (IC), followed by penetration of an intercalated residue Arg275 of TDG into the DNA minor groove, which results in formation of the Recognition Complex (RC). (**B**) The modeled structure of the IC with the key motifs highlighted in a zoomed-in image, in which the T·G mispair is colored in green/magenta, and the TDG active site residues Tyr152 and Asn191 are shown in gray sticks; the intercalation loop (Ser271--Arg281) is highlighted in blue and the intercalated residue Arg275 is shown in blue sticks; the gating region (Ile136 to Phe159) is shown in cyan. (**C**) The minimized structure of the RC with the mismatched dT nt flipped into the TDG active site.](gky386fig1){#F1}

It can be expected that the DNA-binding proteins would have profound influences on the base-flipping dynamics by altering the flipping energetics and DNA structures. In particular, what strategies the DNA glycosylases use to search for and interrogate the DNA lesions have been a focus of many structural ([@B21],[@B39]), biochemical ([@B43]), NMR ([@B23]) and single-molecule spectroscopic studies ([@B47],[@B50]). One of the most extensively studied DNA glycosylase is uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG), which is structurally related to TDG ([@B56],[@B57]). The former NMR studies suggest that UDG captures the damaged bases in a passive scenario whereby the extrahelical bases emerge spontaneously by thermal motions of DNA chains as UDG is searching for the lesions ([@B23],[@B58]), while an active role of UDG has also been proposed by other biochemical studies ([@B46],[@B48]). In addition, single-molecule investigations on bacterial formamidopyrimidine--DNA glycosylase (Fpg or MutM) that corrects the 8-oxoguanine(oxoG)·C damage indicate an active interrogation of the damaged bases through a key intercalation loop of MutM ([@B47],[@B51]). Their results are supported by several crystal structures of the MutM--DNA complex in which an oxoG or normal G base is trapped in diverse forms, from intrahelical ([@B39],[@B59],[@B60]), partially ([@B61]) to fully extruded states ([@B60],[@B62]). Likewise, both bacterial 3-methyladenine (3mA) glycosylase (AlkA) and MutY adenine DNA glycosylase that specifically excise 3mA and A (from A·oxoG lesion), respectively, have been trapped targeting to an intrahelical base pair (bp), in complex with either undamaged (for AlkA) ([@B63]) or damaged DNA (for MutY) ([@B40]). Taken together, the above static structures of different glycosylases suggest an active role of the enzyme in promoting the base extrusion initiated from an intrahelical state. Moreover, for the *HhaI* cytosine-5 methyltransferase (M.*HhaI*), both isotope labeling assay and free energy calculations indicate an active role of the protein in extruding the cytosine via the major groove ([@B27],[@B64],[@B65]).

Comparing to the above systems, limited experimental studies have been conducted for TDG regarding its lesion-searching and substrate recognition mechanisms. Recently, by employing atomic force microscopy (AFM) and fluorescence assay ([@B66]), Buechner *et al*. demonstrate that regardless of the specific or non-specific DNA chains, the TDG binding can trap DNA in two major conformations, with DNA bending angle of ∼30° and ∼60°, respectively. The former is considered as a searching complex (SC) in which the DNA conformation adopts an innate structure of naked DNA prior to TDG binding. The latter is a RC, a predominate state in the presence of TDG. Comparison of these two states suggests an active role of TDG in sculpting the DNA backbone ([@B66]). Moreover, site-directed mutagenesis and biochemical studies performed by A.C. Drohat and his coworkers also shed lights on the critical roles of several TDG residues (e.g. Arg275, Ala145, and Asn191) in substrate recognition and/or enzymatic catalysis, and provide structural basis for the TDG specificity ([@B67]).

Furthermore, crystallographic studies have brought about structural insights into the mechanisms of target interrogation and recognition for TDG ([@B69],[@B73]). Based on one recently resolved RC structure where the mispaired DNA nt is flipped into the TDG active site ([@B74]), the interrogations of the flipped bases can be pictured as consecutive motions of the enzyme exerted on DNA. As a result, TDG is shown to bend the DNA chains and compress the DNA backbone, giving rise to a DNA bending angle of ∼40° (see Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for the minimized structure). The above 'phosphate pinch' is thought to facilitate the base-flipping process ([@B21],[@B76]). Meanwhile, the residue Arg275 from an intercalation loop can penetrate into the void space left by the flipped nt, which potentially prevents the extrahelical base from returning back to DNA helix. On the other hand, Maiti *et al*. captured one TDG conformation bound to an undamaged DNA, viewed as an interrogation complex (IC) in which the inspected nt adopts an intrahelical state and Arg275 lies within the minor groove ([@B76]). Notably, the DNA bending angle in the above IC is ∼25°, which is smaller comparing to that of the RC ([@B74]). Taken together, in line with the previous AFM work ([@B66]), the cryptographic observations seem to support an active role of TDG in sculpturing the DNA structure.

Although the previous experimental studies have provided profound insights into the structural basis of TDG associated with its biological function, the atomistic-level revelation of the base-flipping dynamics initiated from an intrahelical state to a completely flipped state remains unknown and experimental characterization of the above process is still challenging due to limited spatiotemporal resolutions. In this work, by constructing a Markov State Model (MSM) based on extensive all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations accumulated to ∼30 microseconds (μs), we reveal the dynamics of the complete base-flipping process for the T·G mispair in the presence of TDG, and provide atomistic-level details of how TDG sculpts the DNA structure, i.e. bending the DNA backbone, penetrating and widening the DNA groove. Moreover, additional MD simulations were performed for naked DNA aiming to reveal the specific role of TDG in recognizing the lesions, thereby an active role of TDG in promoting the base-flipping process is proposed. Finally, we extended our studies to other TDG substrates (including dU, 5fC and 5caC) in order to comparatively investigate the dynamics of the base-flipping process for different target nts with varied chemical modifications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Modeling the IC and RC of the TDG--DNA system bearing one T·G mispair {#SEC2-1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

We constructed the RC based on one crystal structure of the TDG--DNA complex containing 24 DNA bps with one flipped 2′-fluoroarabino analogue of dU (pdb ID: 5hf7) ([@B74]). We replaced the Fluorine atom with H atom and added one methyl group on the 5-site of the pyrimidine ring of the flipped nt. This final model of RC was then subjected to energy minimization to relieve local steric clashes (see Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Next, to model the IC, we first extracted the double-stranded DNA chains from the above RC and modeled an intrahelical T·G-containing DNA duplex (see the [Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the energy minimized DNA structure). Next, starting from the above naked DNA conformation, we performed one 7-ns MD simulation to relax the DNA backbone by constraining two ends of the DNA chains (see below for the details of the MD setup). The last snapshot of the above MD trajectory was then used for modeling the IC (see the [Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). That is, the TDG conformation from the crystal structure 5hf7 was directly modeled to the above obtained DNA conformation by superimposing the two ends of the DNA backbone. Since the intercalation loop from the above TDG conformation is in an penetrated form, we then adopted the intercalation loop from another crystal structure of TDG (residues Ser273 to Arg281 from PDB structure 2rba) bound to a non-specific DNA and transplanted the loop conformation to the above TDG--DNA model (see [Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, we minimized the final complex energetically (see Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Based on the above IC and RC, we next performed TMD simulations to obtain initial base-flipping pathways.

Notably, we did not use the complete TDG structure from 2rba because the TDG in 5hf7 was solved using a longer protein construct containing 29 additional N-terminal residues (TDG^82--308^) compared to the TDG from 2rba (TDG^111--308^) (see [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These additional N-terminal residues have been shown to increase the substrate binding affinity and also TDG activity ([@B74]). Therefore, the TDG from 5hf7 resembles more to the full-length TDG than the TDG from 2rba. In addition, 5hf7 was solved at a higher resolution (1.54 Å) than 2rba (2.79 Å) using improved crystallization methods, which can provide more accurate side-chain locations and interaction networks between TDG and DNA/waters. Moreover, the binding interfaces between TDG and DNA are also quite different between 5hf7 and 2rba. In the former, the TDG can form more direct contacts with the DNA backbones, e.g. through five positively charged residues, namely Lys240, Lys246, Lys232, Arg275, and Arg110 (see [Supplementary Figure S3B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), compared to that in 2rba in which only one of the above contacts is present (see [Supplementary Figure S3A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Taken together, 5hf7 provides more information regarding the TDG--DNA binding interfaces and also gives a more complete and accurate 3D structure of TDG.

Obtaining initial base-flipping pathways using TMD simulations {#SEC2-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the above IC and RC, we performed TMD to derive initial base-flipping pathways for the mispaired dT nt by constraining the backbone P atoms of two DNA ends using a force constant of 500 kcal/mol/Å^2^ (see [Supplementary Figure S4A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All the TMD simulations were performed using AMBER package ([@B78]). The amber force field 99SB with PARMBSC0 correction was used to describe the TDG--DNA system ([@B79]). After comparing the structures of IC and RC, we can see that not only the DNA backbones needed to be morphed, but the TDG structure also requires a conformational change in order to ensure the overall TDG--DNA complex can be well fitted to RC after TMD simulation (see [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, the targeting regions were selected as several discontinuous regions, including 16 P atoms of several DNA nts locating at the middle part of the DNA chain; the heavy atoms of the mispaired dT nt and one of its adjacent dA nt; the heavy atoms of the intercalated residue Arg275; the C~α~ atoms of the TDG residue from Cys276 to Glu303 (see [Supplementary Figure S4A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The modeled IC was served as the starting conformation and was targeted to the RC within 100 ps TMD simulations using a pulling force constant of 1 and 5 kcal/mol/Å^2^, respectively. The TMD simulations captured a base-flipping pathways along the minor groove (see [Supplementary Figure S6A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and resulted in a well convergence of the TDG--DNA structure to the targeted RC, with the relative RMSD values all \<2 Å for the regions of DNA backbones, Arg275 and all TDG C~α~ atoms (see [Supplementary Figure S6B-C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In addition, to examine how varied targeting regions might affect the TMD results, we designed three additional TMD setups (see [Supplementary Figure S7A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): (i) all the above chosen nucleic acids atoms, and no TDG atoms was used (setup A); (ii) the selected atoms in setup A plus the heavy atoms of the key intercalated residue Arg275 (setup B); (iii) the selected atoms in setup B plus all TDG C~α~ atoms (setup C). For each setup, we used two different force constants to perform the TMD simulations (1 and 5 kcal/mol/Å^2^). The TMD results indeed show that the base-flipping follows two paths for different TMD setups. In setup A, the major-groove path is favored while the minor-groove path is dominant for the other two TMD setups (see [Supplementary Figure S7B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Nevertheless, in setup A, since we did not choose any TDG atoms, the final TMD conformation deviates significantly from the targeted RC with the relative RMSD values \>4 Å for both R275 and TDG C~α~ atoms (see [Supplementary Figure S8B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, inclusion of the R275 into the targeting regions substantially drives the TDG structure much closer to the RC (see [Supplementary Figure S8B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Likewise, in setup C, the final TMD structure demonstrates nearly the same TDG--DNA conformation as the targeted RC (with RSMD difference \<0.5 Å, see [Supplementary Figure S8B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In short, the TDG structure apparently has profound impacts on the base-flipping pathways. It is also noteworthy that the intercalated residue Arg275 plays a critical role in the base-flipping process, as evidenced by former experimental studies ([@B70]), therefore, Arg275 is indispensable for the TMD simulations.

Taken together, the original TMD setup has provided reasonable base-flipping pathways. We thus performed three parallel TMD simulations using a force constant of 5 kcal/mol/Å^2^. Each trajectory was initiated with randomly generated velocities and was saved at a time interval of 1 ps. The obtained three base-flipping pathways resemble to each other very well and the final snapshot from each TMD trajectory only has a RMSD difference of ∼0.5 Å to the RC for the targeting regions (see the [Supplementary Figure S4B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, in addition to the minimized IC and RC, we extracted 50 conformations from one of the above three TMD simulations at an equal time interval of 2 ps. We thus collected 52 TDG--DNA complexes along the base-flipping pathway, which served as the input structures for the subsequent unbiased MD simulations.

Shooting unbiased MD simulations {#SEC2-3}
--------------------------------

We totally conducted two rounds of MD simulations. In the first round, we performed 20 ns MD simulations starting from each of the above 52 selected TDG--DNA complexes (see [Supplementary Figure S9A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All the MD simulations were performed using Gromacs-4.6 package ([@B83]), and the AMBER99sb force field with PARMBSC0 corrections for nucleic acid were employed to describe the TDG--DNA system ([@B79]). The TDG--DNA complex was centered in a triclinic box filled with 17283 SPC water molecules ([@B86]). 98 Na^+^ and 49 Cl^−^ were added in the water box by randomly replacing the solvent waters to neutralize the system and ensure an ionic concentration of 0.15 M. The final system contains 56935 atoms. The cutoff distance for the Van der Waals and short-range electrostatic interactions were set to 12 Å. The long-range electrostatic interactions were treated using the Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME) summation method ([@B87]). The LINCS algorithm was used to constrain all the chemical bonds ([@B88]). For each configuration, the steepest decent method was employed to minimize the structure, followed by a 500 ps restrained NVT MD simulations by constraining all the heavy atoms of the system. Then, the system temperature was gradually increased from 50 K to 310 K within 200 ps and kept at 310 K using the velocity rescaling thermostat ([@B89]). Finally, the whole system was subject to 20 ns NVT MD simulations at 310 K.

Moreover, after projecting the MD conformations onto the same two reactions coordinates as used in the main text Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"} (see below), a clear conformational gap exists between the intrahelical and extrahelical state regions (see [Supplementary Figure S9B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that the chosen 52 conformations from the TMD simulations were not sufficient to cover the complete base-flipping path. Therefore, to enhance the samplings around the above gap regions, we chose 36 extra conformations from one of the above 52 trajectories and performed additional 20-ns MD simulations for each conformation (see the circled region in [Supplementary Figure S9B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As shown in [Supplementary Figure S9B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, these additional MD simulations substantially improved the samplings along the base-flipping pathways. Therefore, in the first round, we collected a total of 88 20-ns MD trajectories. Since the first round of MD simulations were initiated from the TMD simulations with external forces exerted on the system, we then performed the second round of MD simulations to eliminate the introduced energy biases. To select the input structures for the second round of MD simulations, for each of the 1st-round 88 MD trajectories, we discarded all the conformations of the first 10 ns simulation dataset and only kept the last 10 ns MD conformations.

Then, we performed geometric clustering for the above truncated first-round MD dataset (a total of 1000 × 88 = 88, 000 MD snapshots) by firstly decomposing the high-dimensional configurations onto low-dimensional space using the time-structure independent component analysis (tICA) implemented in the MSMbuilder-3.3 package ([@B90]). tICA is shown to be able to efficiently capture the slowest dynamics for certain conformational changes of biomolecules and has become a popular tool for high-dimensional decomposition when constructing the MSM ([@B94]). Here, we chose 1014 distance pairs between the following atoms as the metrics for the tICA (see [Supplementary Figure S10A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): Heavy base atoms of the mispaired dT nt --- Heavy base atoms of the opposed dG ntHeavy base atoms of the mispaired dT nt --- C~α~ atoms of the TDG residues Ser271 to Arg281Heavy base atoms of the mispaired dT nt --- C~α~ atoms of the TDG residues ILE136 to Phe159Heavy base atoms of the mispaired dT nt --- C~α~ atoms of the TDG residues Gly188 to Ile203Heavy base atoms of the mispaired dT nt --- heavy side-chain atoms of the residue Tyr152Heavy base atoms of the mispaired dT nt --- heavy side-chain atoms of the residue Asn191Heavy base atoms of the mispaired dT nt --- heavy side-chain atoms of the residue Arg275Heavy base atoms of the opposed dG nt --- C~α~ atoms of the TDG residues Ser271 to Arg281Heavy base atoms of the opposed dG nt --- heavy side-chain atoms of the residue Arg275Heavy side-chain atoms of the residue Arg275 --- C~α~ atoms of the TDG residues Thr197 to Ile203Heavy side-chain atoms of the residue Arg275 --- C~α~ atoms of the TDG residues Tyr152 to Phe159

Next, by constructing a time-lagged correlation matrix, we obtained the top four slowest tICs, onto which each MD conformation was then projected. Next, based on the above low-dimensional dataset, we classified the projected conformations into 100 clusters using the *K-centers* algorithm implemented in the MSMbuilder package, and chose the center conformation for each cluster as the representative structure ([@B94],[@B99]). We then conducted the second-round MD simulations by running three parallel 100-ns MD simulations starting from each of the above 100 center conformations with different initial velocities (in total of 300 100-ns MD trajectories). In order to construct a connected transition probability matrix, we deleted 15 of the above 300 MD trajectories. Finally, we collected a total of 285 100-ns MD trajectories with an aggregated simulations time of ∼30 μs for the subsequent MSM construction.

MSM construction and validation {#SEC2-4}
-------------------------------

MSM discretizes the phase space into many metastable states, i.e. based on the geometric differences, so that within each state the transitions among different conformations are relatively faster than the inter-state transitions ([@B97],[@B99]). One can first construct the transition probability matrix **T** (TPM) in which each entry *T~ij~* represents the transition probability of microstate *i* to microstate *j* after a certain lag-time τ. The chosen lag-time τ should be long enough so that no internal barrier exists between conformations within each microstate. Therefore, each transition after the time τ from any state will only depend on the current state but not the states visited before (a Markovian property). In this way, one can evolve the states using the following equation to a long timescale dynamics of interest: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*}{\rm{P(}}n\Delta t{\rm{)}} = {[{\bf T}(\Delta t)]^{\rm{n}}}{\rm{P}}(0)\end{equation*}\end{document}$$where the P(0) is the state distributions at time 0 and the P(*n*Δ*t*) is the state distributions after time of *n*Δ*t*. The stationary distributions of each state and the kinetic information for each state-to-state transition can be calculated by solving the eigen-functions of the **T**. In addition, the implied timescale can be calculated using the following equation: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Here, we adopted a splitting and lumping procedure to construct the MSM. We first decomposed all the MD conformations into various numbers of microstates using the same decomposition methods as described above (tICA dimension reduction followed by *K-centers* clustering, see [Supplementary Figure S10A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Next, to visualize the key intermediate states involved in the base-flipping process, we further lumped one of the MSMs at the microstate level into a six-state kinetic model using the PCCA+ algorithm ([@B105]). The detailed procedure is described below.

### Splitting the MD conformations into various numbers of microstates {#SEC2-4-1}

We evaluated the discretization effects on the kinetic properties by constructing several MSMs using different correlation lag-time for tICA and different number of microstates. In specific, we performed tICA at three different correlation lag-time: 20, 30, and 40 ns, and under each lag-time, we grouped the MD conformations into 500, 600, 700, and 800 microstates, respectively. For each case (a total of 12 sets of parameter) we constructed a MSM and calculated the corresponding implied timescales. The results show that the slowest timescale all converges at ∼100 μs, indicating the model is robust to the choices of different number of microstates and correlation lag-times (see [Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, to reveal the key intermediate states during the base-flipping process, we further lumped the 500-state MSM built at the correlation lag-time of 20 ns into 6-state kinetic model using the PCCA+ algorithm ([@B105]).

### Convergence test of the MSM using different simulations datasets {#SEC2-4-2}

In order to prove that our MD simulations are sufficient to construct a reliable MSM, we evaluated the convergence of the MSM by choosing different subsets from the complete simulations dataset. In specific, we extracted six subsets of the complete dataset with different accumulated simulation times by truncating each MD simulation into varied lengths, namely 14 μs (50 ns × 285), 17 μs (60 ns × 285), 20 μs (70 ns × 285), 23 μs (80 ns × 285), 26 μs (90 ns × 285) and 29 μs (100 ns × 285), respectively. Then, for each subset data, we decomposed the conformations into 500 microstates using the *K-centers* clustering method, and constructed a 500-state MSM. To exam whether the sampling is converged or not, we projected the MD conformations from each subset onto the same top two tICs. As shown in [Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, all datasets demonstrate similar free energy landscapes and no extra metastable state appears while increasing the simulation time, indicating that the current MD simulations are well enough to explore the major intermediate states of the flipped nt. Next, to ensure that the kinetics is also converged, we plotted the implied timescale curves for each above subset data. The results clearly suggest that the slowest dynamics involved in the base-flipping process all converge to a timescale of ∼100 μs (see [Supplementary Figure S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that our model is well constructed and capable of extracting reliable kinetic information.

### Calculations of the mean first passage time (MFPT) and the stationary distributions {#SEC2-4-3}

To extract both the thermodynamic and kinetic properties from the MSM, we built a long Monte Carlo (MC) simulations based on the 500-state MSM through a random walk starting from any microstate, and we randomly chose a number within 0--1 and then determined the next transition at a time step of 20 ns according to the corresponding transition probability from the TPM. We finally built a 10 ms long MC trajectory, which is long enough to equilibrate all metastable states, thereby the stationary distributions and the MFPT can be readily calculated. In order to estimate the standard errors, we adopt a bootstrapping strategy to randomly select 285 trajectories from the original trajectory list 100 times (with replacement and duplication). Then, for each bootstrapping, a new MC trajectory was generated and the corresponding thermodynamic and kinetic properties were calculated. Finally, by averaging over all the 100 bootstrappings, we calculated the means and the corresponding standard errors.

MD setup for naked DNA duplex {#SEC2-5}
-----------------------------

To construct the IC, we extracted the DNA duplex from the above RC and modeled an intrahelical T·G-containing DNA duplex (see the [Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the energy minimized DNA structure). Then, the above naked DNA conformation was solvated in the SPC water box and 54 Na+ ions were added to neutralize the nucleic acid. The AMBER99sb force field with PARMBSC0 corrections was used to describe the DNA. The final structure was subjected to energy minimization using the steepest decent method, followed by 200-ps restrained MD simulation by constraining all the heavy atoms of nucleic acid. Then, after increasing the temperature from 50 to 310 K within 200 ps, we performed a 7-ns MD simulation to relax the DNA backbones with the two DNA ends constrained.

On the other hand, to evaluate the role of the TDG in stabilizing the partially flipped nt, we randomly chose five TDG--DNA complexes from the S2 state obtained by the MSM. S2 was selected because we proposed that the S2 state was the first checkpoint for the TDG residue Arg275 to recognize the flipped base by forming the cation-π interactions. From each of the above 5 candidates, we removed the TDG and only kept the DNA chains for the subsequent MD simulations. For each naked DNA conformation, we performed one unbiased 100-ns NVT MD simulation at 310K using the same MD setup as described above. In the end, the last 50-ns simulation data for each MD trajectory was used for the final analysis.

MD setup for comparative investigations on different TDG substrates {#SEC2-6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the dT nt that is the main focus of the current work, we further extended our studies to three other TDG substrates, namely dU, 5fC and 5caC. Based on our MSM, the entry of the flipped dT nt into the TDG active site occurs in the S4→S5 transition, which also limits the base eversion dynamics (from S1 to S5). We thus chose the S4→S5 transition as a checkpoint to comparatively evaluate kinetic properties of the base-flipping dynamics for different nts. In specific, based on the tICA projection (see Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), we randomly selected seven conformations of the TDG--DNA complex from the TS region for the S4→S5 transition (see the circled area in [Supplementary Figure S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Next, to model the complexes for different bps for each of above seven conformations, we replaced the T·G mispair with U·G, 5fC·G and 5caC·G bp, respectively. Finally, starting from each modeled complex, we solvated the structure in the SPC water box and added appropriate number of Na^+^ and Cl^−^ ions to keep the ionic strength at 0.15 M. The amber force fields of three TDG substrates, including dU, 5fC and 5caC, were generated based on the corresponding amber parameters of dT and dC nts. The complete model was then subject to the energy minimization using the steepest decent method, followed by 200-ps restrained MD simulation by constraining all the heavy atoms of the solute (protein and nucleic acid). We finally performed 100-ns unbiased NVT MD simulation at 310 K after increasing the temperature from 50 to 310 K within 200 ps. For each of the collected MD trajectories (in total of 28), we kept the last 50-ns simulation data for the final analysis.

![The MSM captures six metastable states during the base-flipping process of mispaired dT nt. (**A**) Free energy projections of all the MD conformations onto the two slowest tICs, the location of each macrostate is labeled (from S1 to S6). (**B**) A scatter plot with each MD conformation mapped onto the two slowest tICs. The snapshots that belong to the same macrostate are shown in a same color: S1 (black), S2 (orange), S3 (green), S4 (blue), S5 (cyan), S6 (red). In addition, the 6-state kinetic network derived from the MSM is provided, with the size of each circle roughly proportional to the corresponding equilibrium population: 18.8 ± 3.7% (S1); 4.0 ± 1.2% (S2); 25.2 ± 4.7% (S3); 11.1 ± 2.3% (S4); 11.3 ± 2.5% (S5); 29.7 ± 9.2% (S6) and the MFPT for the forward transition is also provided above each arrow. (**C**) Selected representative conformation for each macrostate (S1--S6). The structure was randomly selected from the most populated microstate for each macrostate. Key residues that interact with the dT nt (in green) are shown in sticks. Several key hydrogen bonds are highlighted with dashed lines. Refer to Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for other representations.](gky386fig2){#F2}

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Structural features of the IC and RC for the TDG--DNA system {#SEC3-1}
------------------------------------------------------------

To study the complete base-flipping process for the T·G mispair, we firstly constructed two TDG--DNA complexes containing one extrahelical (fully flipped) or intrahelical T·G mispair, namely RC and IC, respectively. The RC was directly built from one recently resolved crystal structure of the TDG--DNA complex (pdb ID: 5hf7, see Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The IC was built by firstly constructing a DNA duplex containing one wobbled T·G bp based on the above RC, followed by modeling the TDG--DNA complex based on one TDG conformation bound to non-specific DNA (pdb ID: 2rba, see Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and the Materials and Methods section for more details of the model construction). Finally, the modeled IC and RC were subjected to energy minimization to relieve the steric clashes.

Comparisons of the above minimized RC and IC demonstrate major structural differences in the intercalation loop region (Ser271--Arg281) and DNA shape. In IC, the intercalated residue Arg275 is lying along the DNA minor groove and forms electrostatic interactions with the mispaired dT backbone P--O^−^ (see Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The intrahelical T·G mispair does not form a perfect wobble bp in this minimized structure, nevertheless, a restored wobble structure can be observed from the following unbiased MD simulations (see next section). On the other hand, for RC, the mispaired dT nt is extruded into the TDG active site, and the intercalated residue Arg275 is penetrated into the void space in DNA generated by the flipped nt (see Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Several motifs from TDG, including the intercalation loop (Ser271--Arg281), Pro-rich loop (Tyr152--Asn157), Gly--Lys loop (Gly231--Lys232) and water-activating loop (Leu139--Gly142), contribute to compress the DNA backbone. In addition, the penetration of the Arg275 into the DNA helical stack leads to an increase of the minor groove widths of the T·G mispair and its adjacent bp from 8.4 to 12.2 Å and 7.0 to 10.1 Å, respectively (see [Supplementary Figure S1B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, the roll angle between the two bps adjacent to the mismatched site increases from ∼9° to ∼40° after the Arg275 penetration, suggesting a severe bending of the DNA backbone exerted by TDG. Finally, the IC and RC were employed as the starting structures for the subsequent Targeted MD (TMD) to obtain initial base-flipping pathways. All three parallel TMD simulations indicate that the minor groove is the dominant base extrusion pathway. We then performed extensive unbiased MD simulations to construct the MSM (see Materials and Methods section for more details of the TMD setup and MSM construction).

Complete base-flipping dynamics in TDG--DNA complex revealed by MSM {#SEC3-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

By constructing the MSM from extensive MD trajectories (accumulated simulations time of ∼30 μs), we reveal the complete base-flipping dynamics of the mismatched dT nt from the IC to RC at an atomistic detail. The MSM reveals six metastable states of the dT nt during its base-eversion process, namely S1--S6 states (see Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Among which, the S1 and S6 states correspond to the IC and RC, respectively. In S1, the T·G mispair forms a wobble bp and the intercalated residue Arg275 resides within the DNA minor groove by forming direct electrostatic interactions with the mispaired dT backbone P--O^−^ (see Figures [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, in S6, the dT nt is fully extruded from the DNA duplex and reaches into the TDG active site (see Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the intercalated residue Arg275 penetrates into the DNA minor groove and forms direct contacts with the backbones of the flipped nt and its two neighboring DNA nts (see Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the Arg275 forms one hydrogen bond (HB) with the Pro198 backbone C=O, which locks the DNA chain in a completely flipped conformation (see Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, the flipped thymine forms several polar contacts with the TDG residues directly (i.e. Asn191 and Ile139) or through bridging waters (i.e. His151), and forms nonpolar contacts with the residues Tyr151 and Ala145 (see Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Structural analysis for each metastable state involved in the base-flipping process. (**A**) Distances between the heavy atoms of the mismatched dT nt and the C~α~ of each residue from two TDG motifs: the intercalation loop (S271--R281) and the gating region (I136--F159). For each state, the average value over all the conformations belong to that state is plotted. (**B**) Highlighted interactions between the mimatched dT nt and its surrounding residues/waters. The same representative conformations from Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} are used here, in which the intercalation loop (S271--R281) and the gating region (I136--F159) are shown in blue and cyan, respectively.](gky386fig3){#F3}

![Penetration of the intercalated residue Arg275 into the DNA helix widens the groove width and bends the DNA backbone. In S1 (**A**), Arg275 is lying along the minor groove and forms electrostatic interactions with the backbone P--O^−^ group of the mispaired dT nt. In S6 (**B**), however, Arg275 is tightly locked by the pinched DNA backbone by interacting with the backbone P--O^−^ groups of three DNA nts and Pro198 backbone C=O group. (**C**) The distance between the Arg275 CZ atom and Pro198 O atom was measured for the S1 and S6 states. For each measurement, the mean value (in black) was averaged over all the microstates that belong to the same macrostate, and the corresponding standard error (in blue) was calculated. (**D**) To measure the minor groove width, two bps were selected: the mispaired T·G and one of its adjacent bp (denoted as *d1* and *d2*, respectively). (**E**) The calculated *d1* and *d2* for the S1 and S6 states. (**F**) To measure the bending of the DNA backbone exerted by TDG, the roll angle between the two bps adjacent to the mispaired T·G bp was calculated for S1 and S6. The mean and corresponding errors are obtained in the same way as that in Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.](gky386fig4){#F4}

In addition to S1 and S6, four additional metastable states are clearly identified in the MSM, namely S2--S5 (see Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Using the transition path theory ([@B106],[@B107]), we find the dominant base-flipping path follows S1→S2→S3→S4→S5→S6 (see Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The S1 state initiates the base-flipping process by firstly transiting to the S2 state where the dT nt unstacks with its adjacent bases and forms cation-π interactions with the TDG residue Arg275 (see Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This newly discovered interaction suggests a potential role of the intercalated residue Arg275 in recognizing and stabilizing the partially flipped nt in the early base-flipping process. In addition, the thymine can form HBs with the residues Ser273 and Cys276 from the intercalation loop (see Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The further transition of the dT nt from S2 to S3 results in forming π-π stacking with the residue Tyr152 and two additional HBs with residues Asn157 and Gly142 through its O4 and O2 atoms (see Figures [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, the subsequent transition of the dT nt from S3 to S4 can establish the first native contact observed in RC, namely the HB between the thymine O2 atom and Ile139 backbone N--H (see Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the thymine O4 atom forms HB with the side-chain of TDG residue Ser272, and the π--π stacking between the thymine and Tyr152 in S3 switches to a T-shape stacking in S4 (see Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the S4→S5 transition of the dT nt can restore the π--π stacking between the thymine and Tyr152 by inserting into the TDG active site and form most of the native contacts with the residues Asn191, Ala145, Tyr152, and Ile139, as observed in RC. Notably, up to S5, the residue Arg275 remains out of the penetration site and lies in the DNA minor groove by forming polar contacts with the DNA backbone P--O^−^. The complete invasion of the intercalation loop into the minor groove is accomplished after the S5→S6 transition (see Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), resulting in forming stable interactions with the residue Pro198 backbone C=O and DNA backbone P--O^−^ groups (see Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}--[C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Taken together, the overall base-flipping process exerted by TDG consists of two separate conformational changes: one is eversion of the mispaired dT nt during the S1→S5 transitions, the other is penetration of the intercalated residue Arg275 into the DNA minor groove during the S5→S6 transition. Consistently, the first tIC, representing the slowest dynamics component, exhibits the largest positive correlation with the distance changes between the flipped dT O2 atom and the C~α~ atom of the active site residue Gly138, and negatively correlates with the distance between two respective atoms from the mispaired dT and opposing dG (see [Supplementary Figure S3B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which provide two potential reaction coordinates to describe the complete base-flipping process. Furthermore, the above two distances have the largest correlations with the first tIC comparing to other tICs (see [Supplementary Figure S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), confirming that the changes of the above two distances are indeed tightly coupled with the slowest conformational changes.

Our MSM demonstrates that the overall base-flipping dynamics takes place at tens to hundreds of μs during which the penetration of the residue Arg275 into the helical stack is the rate-limiting step, occurring at ∼26 μs, comparing to the \<10 μs dynamics in other transitions (see Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The rationale for the above slow dynamics is likely due to the energy penalties cost by desolvation of Arg275 prior to the penetration and the side-chain twisting of Arg275 restrained by the narrow space of the DNA helical stack. Importantly, penetration of Arg275 into the minor groove gives rise to a significant increase of the minor groove width by ∼2 Å at the mispaired site and its adjacent bp (see Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Meanwhile, the TDG exerts a severe DNA bending with the roll angle changed from ∼18° in S1 to ∼28° in S6 (see Figure [4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting an active role of TDG in sculpturing the DNA structures.

TDG stabilizes the partially flipped nt at the early stage of the base-flipping {#SEC3-3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As described before, the intercalated residue Arg275 is shown to directly interact with the partially flipped dT nt in S2 by forming a cation--π recognition (see Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In order to further exam the specific role of Arg275 and more importantly, to reveal whether the recognition on the partially flipped dT by TDG actively drives further base flipping dynamics, we performed additional MD simulations for the naked DNA duplex (without TDG binding) starting from the DNA conformations derived from the S2 state. Note that the input structures are not chosen from the S1 state because the dynamics of the spontaneous base flipping from an intrahelical state (S1) is a relatively slow process (ms or longer) such that it is impossible to be directly observed using regular MD simulations ([@B24],[@B33]). Instead, we randomly chose five TDG--DNA complexes from the S2 state with an attempt to see and compare how the partially flipped nt would behave in the presence and absence of TDG (see Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Based on each selected TDG--DNA conformation, we then performed one 100 ns MD simulations for both TDG--DNA complex and the corresponding naked DNA conformation (in total of ten 100-ns MD trajectories), and kept the last 50 ns conformations of each MD trajectory for the final analyses.

![TDG is actively involved in the base-flipping process. (**A**) Five random TDG--DNA conformations from the S2 state were chosen and superimposed, with only DNA chains shown. (**B**) Histograms of RMSD of the mispaired dT nt relative to the IC for the DNA system with (in red) and without TDG (in black). In the background, the fluctuations of the RMSD values calculated based on the MSM are represented by colored boxes for S1 (in gray) and S2 (in pink). (**C**) Four points, namely P1-P4, are used to define the pseudodihedral for the base-flipping process. P1 is the center of mass (COM) of the two base pairs adjacent to the mismatched bp (in orange); P2 and P3 are the COMs of two phosphate groups connecting to the flipped base, respectively; P4 is the COM of the six-member pyrimidine ring of the flipped nt. (**D**) Free energy profile of the MD conformations projected onto two reaction coordinates: the pseudodihedral defined in (C) and the COM distance between the dT nt (O2 and N3 atoms) and its opposite dG nt (N1 and O6 atoms). The corresponding values calculated for the naked DNA conformations from the 3 μs straigtfoward MD trajectory are plotted in black dots.](gky386fig5){#F5}

Our results indicate that in the presence of TDG, the partially flipped dT nt can be stabilized in an extrahelical form, and most of the MD conformations are structurally similar to the S2 state, exhibiting a relative RMSD value of ∼7 Å comparing to the S1 state (see Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Strikingly, some MD conformations move even further away from the S1 state, with the relative RMSD value reaching up to 15 Å. In sharp contrast, after removing the TDG, the halfway flipped base can quickly retract to the DNA helix stack in all the sampled DNA conformations, which resembles the S1 state with a relative RMSD difference of ∼2.5 Å (see Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the extrahelical dT nt in naked DNA is unstable and prone to return back to the DNA helix. Thus, the above results suggest that the intercalated residue Arg275 is critical to stabilize the partially flipped nt in the S2 state, which in turn, actively facilitates the subsequent base eversion.

As noted above, direct observation of the spontaneous base-flipping using computation simulations is still challenging due to the relatively slow dynamics ([@B24]). Despite of the difficulties, we performed one 3 μs straightforward long-time MD simulation for the naked DNA duplex extracted from the IC. As expected, the T·G mispair remains within the DNA duplex during the whole simulation time, as indicated from the calculated distance between the T·G mispair as well as the pseudodihedral angle for the base-flipping as defined in former studies ([@B24],[@B108]) (see Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In specific, the *COM* distance between the dT nt (O2 and N3 atoms) and its opposite dG nt (N1 and O6 atoms) is ∼3 ± 1 Å, and the pseudodihedral for the flipped dT nt is ∼19 ± 7° (see Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the naked DNA conformations sampled from the 3 μs MD simulation all reside within the S1 state rather than the flipped or partially flipped state that have the corresponding distance \>7 Å and the pseudodihedral less than --50° (see Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the roll angle between the two bps adjacent to the mismatched site is ∼18 ± 8°, which is also very close to the value observed in the S1 state from the MSM (see Figure [4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, the simulation for the naked DNA conformation suggests that the T·G mispair remains in an intrahelical state within the 3 μs period, and the mispaired DNA region adopts a bent conformation that can be potentially recognized by TDG, as also suggested by recent AFM studies ([@B66]).

Comparisons of base-flipping dynamics for different TDG substrates {#SEC3-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the dT nt, TDG is also capable of excising several other damaged bases, such as dU, 5fC and 5caC ([@B8],[@B71],[@B72]). To probe the base-flipping mechanisms for these three alternative TDG substrates, we conducted additional MD simulations for a comparative study. To construct the initial models for varied nts, from the T·G simulation dataset, we firstly selected seven random TDG--DNA conformations near the transition state (TS) between the S4 and S5 states (see Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is noteworthy that the S4→S5 transition is not only the final step of the base-flipping motion of the dT nt, but also the slowest step compared to other base extrusion transitions (see Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the TS for the S4→S5 transition serves as an appropriate checkpoint to evaluate the flipping mechanisms for different target nts. Then, we designed three additional damaged bps, namely U·G, 5fC·G, and 5caC·G, while replaced the original T·G bp with each of these bps. Finally, starting from each of the seven TS conformations for each above bp system, we performed one 100 ns MD simulations and collected a total of 28 (4 × 7 conformations) 100-ns MD trajectories for the final analyses.

The results show that, for the T·G system, the TDG--DNA structure adopts two major states, one locates around the TS region and the other remains at the S4 state, with a relative RMSD value of ∼2.3 and 4 Å, respectively, comparing to one completely flipped reference structure (see Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). One conformation chosen at the RMSD value of ∼2.3 Å clearly shows that the dT nt is not fully flipped into the TDG active site yet (see Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In specific, the dT O2 atom forms one HB with the Ile139 backbone N-H, whereas no direct contact between the thymine and other TDG residues, i.e. Tyr152 and Asn191, is observed. Instead, two water molecules can form HBs with the polar groups of thymine. In addition, the 5-methyl group of dT nt can form nonpolar contacts with the residues Ala145 and Pro153 (see Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the U·G system demonstrates a different dynamic behavior comparing to that of the T·G. In particular, most of the MD conformations reach to a completely flipped state with an average RMSD value of ∼1 Å relative to the reference structure, and only a small fraction of MD conformations transits to the S4 state (see Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). As shown in one selected structure (see Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), the uracil can establish at least three HBs with the TDG residues, Ile139, Tyr152, and Asn191 through its polar groups, and forms π-π stacking with the Tyr152 side-chain. Therefore, comparing to the dT nt, the dU nt appears to reach to the TDG active site faster, which is likely due to less steric hindrance the uracil endures during the base eversion process owing to the lack of the 5-methyl group.

![Comparisons of the base-flipping process for different TDG substrates: dT, dU, 5fC, and 5caC. (**A**) Histogram plots of the RMSD of the flipped nt relative to the minimized RC for each substrate. The starting structures are chosen near the transition state (TS) regions between S4 and S5 and are labeled with black dashed line in each plot. In the background, the fluctuations of the RMSD values calculated based on the MSM are represented by colored boxes for S4 in blue and S5 in cyan. (**B**) Representative conformations for each of the four substrates. For dT nt, one conformation near the TS is selected. For other three bases, the flipped state is used.](gky386fig6){#F6}

On the other hand, both the 5fC·G and 5caC·G systems show very different dynamical and structural properties from the G·dT/dU systems owning to the presence of the cytosine ring. Strikingly, all the conformations transit to the fully flipped state in the 5fC·G system (see Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), showing a strong tendency to reach the TDG active site. Structural comparison shows an obvious HB-shift from the dT/dU O4 atom to the formyl group of 5fC paring with the Tyr152 backbone N--H (see Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, one water molecule bridging the 5fC N4 atom and residue His151 can be observed. In addition, the formyl group of 5fC can form nonpolar contacts with the residues Ala145 and Pro153, and the key residue Tyr152 tightly stacks with the 5fC. In contrast, in the 5caC·G system, several distinct states can be observed, consisting of the fully flipped state (most populated), TS, and the states remaining at S4 (see Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Structural examination of one representative flipped state shows that the presence of the carboxylate group in 5caC attracts several water molecules, one of which forms HB with the residue His151. In addition, the 5caC N3 atom can form one HB with the residue Asn191 (see Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, the HB between the O2 atom on the pyrimidine ring and the residue Ile139 is present in all the four systems. Taken together, dU, 5fC and 5caC nts appear to exhibit faster binding kinetics to TDG than the dT nt, which likely in turn, facilitate the catalysis. Moreover, comparing with the dU and 5fC nts that show similar binding tendencies toward TDG, the 5caC nt appears less likely to reach to the TDG active site.

DISCUSSIONS {#SEC4}
===========

TDG is shown to adopt a base-flipping strategy to extrude the target base from the DNA helix to its active site, as revealed from the crystal structures ([@B74],[@B76]). However, due to the lack of the information regarding the recognition of TDG on undamaged DNA and the static nature of the crystallographic structures, the dynamics of the complete base flipping process at an atomistic level remain unclear. Here, by employing extensive MD simulations combined with the MSM construction, we demonstrate the complete base flipping dynamics of the mispaired dT nt exerted by TDG on a tens of microsecond timescale. Our MSM reveals six metastable state of the mispaired dT nt during its base-flipping process. Particularly, we highlight a critical role of one intercalated residue Arg275 in stabilizing the partially flipped nt (S2) and then penetrating into the DNA minor groove to finally lock the complex in a fully flipped state, which kinetically limits the overall base-flipping process. Notably, the stepwise nature of the base-flipping process observed in TDG has also been captured in other DNA repair/modify enzymes using biochemical (e.g. for UDG and M.*HhaI*) ([@B48],[@B64],[@B109]) or computational (e.g. for *O*^6^-alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase) ([@B110]) approaches. In particular, Stivers and his coworkers, employing both site-mutagenesis and fluorescence assays ([@B48],[@B109]), demonstrate that the conformational change of UDG involving the penetration of the intercalation loop into the minor groove takes place after the base-flipping process. The finding appears quite in line with our observations in TDG. Moreover, we propose an active role of TDG in promoting the extrusion of the intrahelical dT nt, as also suggested from previous AFM studies ([@B66]). Finally, our comparative studies illustrate distinctive dynamic and structural features for various TDG substrates.

Crystallographic studies have obtained several TDG--DNA complexes where the targeting nt is in either intrahelical (e.g. 2rba) or extrahelical states (e.g. 5hf7 etc.), and the trapped substrates includes U (e.g. 5hf7), C (e.g. 2rba), 5fC (e.g. 5t2w), and 5caC (e.g. 3uo7). To compare these crystal structures with the possible metastable state captured by MSM, we firstly measured the bending angles for seven TDG--DNA structures that contain an flipped yet not cleaved nt except for 2rba that contains a TDG-product complex. As shown in [Supplementary Figure S16A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the calculated roll-angle value ranges from 37° to 45°, which is larger than the value for the S6 state reported in current study (28 ± 9°). One possible explanation for the above discrepancy is that all these crystal structures were intentionally designed as an uncleavable form by using either substrate analogs or TDG variants, which may lead to some local structural distortions to prevent the catalysis. In addition, we further projected each crystal structure onto the same energy landscape as shown in Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"} for the targeting nt. It clearly shows that all the structures can be assigned to the S6 state except for 2rba that resides in the S1 state region (see [Supplementary Figure S17](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Notably, further examinations of the binding interfaces between TDG and DNA show distinct structural features for different crystal structures. In specific, five important contacting points between TDG and DNA backbones, formed by positively charged residues Lys240, Lys246, Lys232, Arg275, and Arg110, can be observed in 5hf7 and 5t2w, as well as in the S6 state reported here (see [Supplementary Figure S16B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, only one of the above contacts (formed by Lys232) is observed in the non-specific complex of 2rba (see [Supplementary Figure S3A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which is significantly different from the S1 state where all the above interactions are present (see [Supplementary Figure S3C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, the extended N-terminal region of TDG in 5hf7 (residues 85--110) sterically occludes the potential binding site of the second TDG, as observed in 2rba (see [Supplementary Figure S18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, the second TDG adjacent to the non-specific binding TDG in 2rba is likely to alter the binding mode between TDG and DNA, resulting in a different DNA orientation from that in S1 (compare [Supplementary Figure S3A and C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For other specific complexes, one key interaction between the N-terminal residue Arg110 and DNA backbone is missing compared to 5hf7 and 5t2w but other interactions are kept (see [Supplementary Figure S16B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Taken together, the non-specific complex in 2rba demonstrates quite different structural features from the S1 state in terms of the TDG--DNA binding interfaces. Whereas the 5hf7 and 5t2w resemble to the S6 state.

TDG actively promotes the damaged base extrusion {#SEC4-1}
------------------------------------------------

Whether the repair enzyme actively promotes the base-flipping or passively traps the extrahelical nt has been a subject of many structural ([@B39],[@B40],[@B63]), biochemical ([@B48]), NMR ([@B23]) and single-molecule studies ([@B47],[@B51],[@B66]). One way to answer this question is to directly compare the flipping rate of the damaged nt with and without protein binding, as evidenced by previous imino proton exchange assay for UDG ([@B23]). In this study, by probing and comparing the kinetics of the S1→S2 transition with and without TDG, we try to provide further insights into the substrate recognition mechanisms. Our MSM shows that the S1→S2 transition occurs at ∼2 μs (see Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In comparisons, the former NMR studies have indicated that the lifetime of the intrahelical T:G mispair is ∼1 ms ([@B33]), which is about 10^3^-fold slower than that in the presence of TDG, suggesting an active rather than a passive role of TDG in promoting the base-flipping process (see Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The subsequent transitions starting from the S2 state involve the compression of the DNA backbone and eversion of the target nt into the active site, which are also actively promoted by TDG. The active role of other DNA repair/modify proteins in promoting the base flipping have also been demonstrated by former biochemical or crystallographic studies ([@B40],[@B45],[@B48],[@B63],[@B64],[@B111]). For example, the key intercalation residues, e.g. the Leu125 in AlkA ([@B63]) and Tyr88 in MutY ([@B40]), are shown to be capable of recognizing the intrahelical lesion bases though the intercalation domains have not penetrated into the DNA minor groove yet, implying an active role of the glycosylase in promoting the base extrusion.

![A schematic illustration of the proposed base-flipping mechanism by TDG.](gky386fig7){#F7}

Consistently, our control simulations for the naked DNA conformations indicate that the T·G mispair can remain in an intrahelical state within at least 3 μs (see Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). More interestingly, the bending angle of the above naked DNA is ∼18±8°, which is very close to the value observed for the S1 state in the presence of TDG (see Figure [4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This result suggests that the naked DNA chain that contains a T:G mispair adopts a bent conformation, which can be directly recognized by TDG to initiate the base-flipping. For the undamaged naked DNA, on the other hand, it is predominantly in an unbent form, as indicated by the recent AFM studies ([@B66]), which likely prevents the initial recognition by TDG. Nevertheless, since the non-specific DNA chain can also transiently explore a bent conformation (i.e. with a bending angle of ∼30°) ([@B66]), TDG may still recognize the bent non-specific DNA conformation and even perform the catalysis, which explains the experimental observation that the TDG exhibits weak but still detectable activities against the matched G:C pair ([@B72]). Another scenario for TDG to recognize the undamaged DNA is that TDG firstly binds to the unbent DNA and then actively bend the DNA chain to a conformation that can facilitate the base-flipping process (i.e. the S1 state), which, however, appears energetically unfavorable.

TDG promotes the damaged base extrusion via the minor groove {#SEC4-2}
------------------------------------------------------------

Whether the damaged base extrudes along the minor or major groove in the presence of the DNA repair/modify proteins is the subject of many theoretical studies ([@B27],[@B28],[@B37],[@B59],[@B111]). For the bacterial MutM that excises the 8-oxoG (or Fpg), former free energy calculations suggest a base-flipping path along the DNA minor groove, with an overall extrusion barrier of only ∼4 kcal/mol ([@B59]). It is also worth to note that the key intercalated residue in Fpg is also an Arginine (i.e. Arg109 in *E. coli*, and Arg112 in *B. stearothermophilus*) though the global protein fold is different from TDG. Whereas for the cytosine 5-methyltransferase that methylates the 5-site of the cytosine ring, the base extrusion via the major groove has been shown to be more favorable than the minor groove pathway ([@B27]). In TDG or its structurally related systems, however, the detailed base-flipping pathway remained unclear. Here, our TMD simulations captured a base extrusion path via the DNA minor groove in the presence of TDG. Importantly, a key cation-π recognition between the intercalated residue Arg275 and the partially flipped dT nt observed in S2 can stabilize the early base-flipping intermediate and facilitate further base extrusion into the active site. Consistently, former site-directed mutagenesis studies have suggested that the substitution of Arg275 with other residues, i.e. R275A and R275L, can significantly reduce the lesion rates for T and BrU but has very small effects for U and FU that are comparatively smaller and contain a less stable N-glycosylic bond ([@B70]), suggesting the potential role of Arg275 in promoting the base-flipping. Nevertheless, the counterpart residue of Arg275 in UDG is replaced by a Leucine (i.e. Leu272 in human UDG), which is apparently distinct from Arginine in terms of the chemical structures and properties. In this regard, the above cation-π interaction observed in TDG will not be fulfilled by the Leucine in UDG. Notably, substitution of Arg275 with Leu leads to a reduced TDG activity against T and BrU compared to the wild type TDG ([@B70]), suggesting that the base-flipping mechanisms may vary between UDG and TDG although they share a very similar structural fold.

TDG actively bends the DNA backbone and widens the minor groove width {#SEC4-3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Our studies show that the invasion of the TDG intercalation loop into the DNA minor groove significantly widens the minor groove width by ∼2 Å, and bends the DNA backbone by ∼10° on average (see Figure [4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The results are very similar to the crystallographic observations for the TDG structures bound with damaged or undamaged DNA chains ([@B74],[@B76]). In specific, the TDG is shown to bend the undamaged DNA backbone by ∼25°, with the intercalated residue Arg275 lying along the minor groove of the DNA duplex ([@B76]). In contrast, in RC, the damaged DNA helix is bent by ∼43° with the residue Arg275 penetrated into the DNA minor groove. Notably, the recent AFM work demonstrated that TDG could stabilize DNA in two major conformations with an average DNA bending angle of ∼30° and ∼60°, regardless of specific or non-specific DNA sequences ([@B66]). These reported values are larger than the values calculated here (19 ± 8.8° versus 28.2 ± 9.2°). The above discrepancy is likely caused by several factors. Firstly, it is noteworthy that the ways to measure the bending angles by former experiments and current work are different. Here, we evaluated the DNA bending by calculating the roll angle between the two bps adjacent to the mispaired bp, which, apparently, cannot be resolved using the single-molecule methods. Moreover, it is also worth to note that our system only contains 24 DNA bps, which is far shorter than the DNA substrates that are used in the experiments (\>1000 bp). Finally, the N-terminal region of TDG (residues 82--106) has been shown to play an critical role in tightening DNA binding ([@B74]). Unfortunately, due to its disordered nature, we are not able to take this region into account in this study.

The identified base-flipping pathway warrants further experimental tests {#SEC4-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Here, we identified a complete base-flipping pathway for the mispaired dT nt exerted by TDG, our MSM indicates that the dominant flipping process follows the sequential transitions in the order of S1→S2→S3→S4→S5→S6. Notably, along the dominant path, several previously unidentified TDG residues are found to be critical in stabilizing the key intermediate state of the flipped and partially flipped dT nt. In specific, the residues Ser273 and Cys276 in S2, Gly142 and Asn157 in S3, Ser273 and Ser272 in S4 can directly form HBs with the polar groups of the thymine through their side chain or backbone atoms (see Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, these abovementioned residues can be subject to future mutagenesis tests to further evaluate their specific roles in the base-flipping process. One potential experimental attempt is to design a mutant TDG that may capture a partially flipped base, e.g. by substitutions of certain residues to block the early base-flipping path. Interestingly, one recent experimental study shows that the A145G mutant TDG exhibits higher glycosylase activity than the wt TDG ([@B69]). Based on our model, the A145G mutation is likely to relieve some steric clashes between the 5-methyl group of thymine and the Ala145 during the S4→S5 transition, thereby facilicates the base-flipping process.

Effects of chemical modifications of the pyrimidine ring on the base-flipping dynamics {#SEC4-5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, we compared the base-flipping dynamics for different TDG substrates based on the dominant path identified for the dT nt, under an assumption that different substrates share the same base-flipping pathway. We also assume that the S5→S6 transition (the Arg275 penetration step) is decoupled from the S1 to S5 transitions (base-flipping), therefore, the dynamics of the S5→S6 transition are similar for different nts. We thus selected the S4→S5 transition for the comparative studies because this transition is the slowest step during the base-eversion process (from S1 to S5).

Compared with dU, 5fC, and 5caC nts, dT nt seems to exhibit the lowest flipping rate, which likely in turn slows down the overall catalytic cycling. This result is consistent with the former experimental observation that TDG has a higher catalytic activity against dU than dT ([@B69]). In addition, dU and 5fC appear to have comparable flipping kinetics since most of the conformations for dU and all for 5fC starting from the TS regions transit to the fully flipped states (see Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). dU, lack of one methyl group comparing to dT, experiences less steric clashes with the TDG residues, e.g. Ala145, while entering into the active site. The finding is consistent with former experimental results that the larger size of the 5-substituent on the thymine has detrimental effects on the lesions rates by TDG ([@B71],[@B72]). For 5fC, on the other hand, owing to its unique structural feature of the cytosine ring, exhibits a distinct interaction network with the TDG residues compared to dT (see Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, 5caC can explore several different conformational regions though the fully flipped state prevails. Notably, compared to other three nts, 5caC carries one negative charge, which leads to its strong interactions with the solvent waters. Therefore, the desolvation can be one of the main energy penalties to prevent 5caC from entering into the crowded active site of TDG, implying a relatively lower cleavage rate for 5caC than that for 5fC, as also indicated in previous studies ([@B68]). Although our theoretical results are in line with some of the experimental observations ([@B69],[@B70]), it should be noticed that different nts may have varied base-flipping pathways. Therefore, the TS region we selected for the S4→S5 transition may also be different for various bases. A systematic investigation for each base system similar to the T·G mispair studied here is required in order to sufficiently address the above issue.
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